
Another World 101 

Chapter 101 - War! 

"Not good!" Meirin and Green gasped at the same time. 

 

From the screen, Zhao also saw what happened. With a thought, he managed to pull Shift out of danger 

and placed him in a predetermined spot next to Green. But his reaction wasn't fast enough since Shift 

still sustained some injuries. 

 

Suddenly, magic warning lights shot out of the tent and into the sky, lighting up the whole camp. 

 

Everyone in the camp started waking up. The first was the three advanced warriors, who immediately 

rushed out of their tent. Their faces had always been as still as thousand year old ice, but from what 

they saw outside, their faces started to change color. 

 

The situation of the entire camp had completely changed. Everywhere you look there were huge 

undead, numbering more than a thousand. They were running around the camp like mad buffalo. 

 

Many of the ordinary warriors, before they were able to leave their tents, were trampled to death by 

the undead. And even those who were able to get out in time had to start fighting the undead, but of 

course, they weren't even worthy opponents. In a single moment, out of three hundred warriors, less 

than one hundred of them were still alive. 

 

The three advanced warriors were very surprised. These undead creatures were highly toxic. An 

ordinary warrior would become poisoned with just a single touch from the undead. They had to use all 

of their martial arts skill to try to suppress the spread of the toxins. If they couldn't suppress, their 

bodies would instantly rot with a green color, and they would fall to the ground, dead. 

 

With their pathetic efforts to fight back, more than two hundred warriors had already been killed, some 

from this lethal toxin. 

 

What also alarmed the three advanced warriors was that even though they had set up a perimeter of 

assassins around the canyon, they had received no warning of these undead from them. The assassins 

had also failed to return to aid them. This gave them an ominous feeling. 

 



While they were standing there, stunned from what they saw, two blue water dragons rushed straight at 

them. The three advanced warriors immediately recovered, then they took out their swords. 

 

Their swords weren't like the common ones that could be found on the Continent. They were similar to 

rapiers, thin and meant for stabbing. Generally, the nobility would wear these on their waist for 

decoration. But these swords that the advanced warriors carried were significantly different. The blade 

was black, but it also revealed hints of red. This was a weapon that looked ready to kill. 

 

Two of the three advanced warriors stabbed their swords and eventually took down the water dragons, 

then they all rushed at Meirin. 

 

Meanwhile, Meg, Blockhead, and Rockhead were fighting some of the ordinary warriors. They didn't 

dare participate in the battles against the high level experts, because if they did, they wouldn't even 

know how they died. The three had no real war experience, but their strength was more than enough to 

deal with these panicking ordinary warriors. 

 

Just then, a bang came from the mage's tent. The tent split apart and two giant stone figures rose up. 

 

The stone giants stood as firm as a mountain. They were very tall, about seven to eight meters, with a 

round boulder forming their heads, though it had indistinct human facial features. 

 

Obviously, these two stone giants were summoned by the Jie Shi Ling twins. They were what made the 

twins famous. 

 

Garan was standing between the Jie Shi Ling twins. He had his magic staff in one hand and the Iron Book 

in the other. With cold eyes, he stared at the undead running around. "Humph, shameless villain. Is that 

how you plan to attack?" 

 

Garan opened up the Iron Book, and suddenly a massive amount of white light shot into the sky. The 

light slowly formed into white spheres, which then fell to the ground, like meteors, throughout the 

whole canyon. 

 

Meirin couldn't help but feel surprised when she saw this scene. "Damn, it's Coming Lights. I can't 

believe that's one of the spells sealed in the Iron Book." 



 

Coming Lights was a sixth level light spell. It wasn't an attack spell, but an area of effect healing spell. It 

brought no harm to humans or spirit beast. However, it was lethal to the undead. It might not be 

powerful enough to kill high level undead, but it can cause a lot of damage. 

 

This spell that Garan released could arguably be the most useful in this situation. Because of its large 

area of effect, it could take down this army of undead, and even injure Drunk and the other undead 

black mages. 

 

Seeing what was happening outside the space, Zhao was under pressure, trying to think of a way to 

protect his undead from this magical attack. He was about to pull the undead back into the space, when 

suddenly the voice came: [Discovery of radioactive rays. Absorbing light. Analyzing. Light rays are similar 

to radiation therapy. Light rays causes damage to robotic objects. Improving robotic objects] 

 

After the voice faded away, all the undead in the canyon started flashing green light. The bones of the 

undead soon became crystal clear. Now when the light spell hit them, it seemed to have no effect. 

 

Zhao stared blankly at this. He didn't understand how this could have happened. Supposedly the space 

had improve the undead so that they wouldn't be affected by the light, but he didn't even crack open a 

hole to bring the undead into the space for improvement. So how did the space do it? 

 

Zhao was puzzled until he saw Shift, who was fighting alongside Green. Shift was injured, but he could 

still move around and fight. With a look of amazement on his face, Zhao finally understood how the 

space improved the undead. It was because Shift was holding the ghost staff. That staff was connected 

to the space, so naturally when it sensed the light spell, it allowed the space to improve the undead. 

 

Figuring this out, Zhao couldn't help but laugh. He hadn't bothered to take the ghost staff back from 

Shift earlier because the staff was bound to Zhao. There was no way for other people to use it. Even 

Shift could do nothing but carry it around. If someone actually snatched it, Zhao could recover it with a 

single thought. That was why he wasn't in a hurry to take back the staff, which resulted in this 

unexpected windfall. 

 

Everyone in the camp had also noticed that the light didn't affect the undead. Originally, the undead 

were moving around slowly because the light was burning them like sulfuric acid, but after they flashed 

with a green light, they seemed to have become more vigorous. Neither the warriors or Garan could 

understand how this could happen, but Green and Meirin understood. It was because of the space. 



 

When Garan saw that the undead wasn't reacting to the light, his face became pale. He immediately 

used the Iron Book again, and soon light magic surrounded his body, forming a glowing white angel. The 

angel wore white robes and it had a wingspan fifty meters long. In its hands was a great white shield 

with a mighty lion face pattern on it. 

 

This was the sixth level light spell: Angel's Protection. 

 

Of course, it wasn't a real angel. It was just a spell that projected the light elements to create this image. 

This spell was used for defense. 

 

After he released Angel's Protection, Garan put away the book and whispered a spell that formed a layer 

of magic around the Jie Shi Ling twins, who were sending their stone giants to fight the undead. 

 

Not only were the stone giants strong, they could also throw parts of themselves as projectiles. 

Afterwards, they could just absorb the earth element from the ground to compose new parts for their 

body. They were very difficult to deal with. 

 

 

 

Chapter 102 - One Hit Kill 

So far, all of the ordinary warriors had been killed off, leaving only the three advanced warriors and 

Garan and the other two mages. 

 

Those ordinary warriors weren't worthy opponents against the undead, so their failure was inevitable. 

As for the assassins, not one of them was able to escape from the undead led by Scales and Brick. 

 

The result was that the three advanced warriors and the three mages were surrounded by over a 

thousand undead. If they wanted to run away, it wouldn't be easy. 

 

Green and Meirin didn't stop for a second as they kept up their attacks against the three advanced 

warriors. Green felt that these three were too murderous, so if he gave them even a little bit of 

breathing room, they might take the chance to escape. 



 

As for Garan, it was impossible for him to escape. He felt very depressed. His light spells restrain black 

magic, so they should be lethal against those undead. But his attack had no effect. 

 

The Jie Shi Ling twins weren't looking any better. Although their stone giants were powerful, the magic 

requirement to sustain them was very large. Most importantly, they had to focus so that they could 

carefully control them. Once they summoned the stone giants, it was difficult to use other magic. 

 

However, in this case, summoning the stone giants could be considered the best choice. The stone 

giants were huge and strong, they could catapult parts of their body, and poison had no effect on them. 

They have not yet suffered a loss against the undead. 

 

Unfortunately, the stone giants were the only ones that were able to resist these strengthened undead. 

 

When Garan discovered that his light magic was useless against the undead, he immediately changed his 

strategy. He decided to stand behind his teammates and support them from there. 

 

It was a common strategy on the Continent. One of the reasons light mages were famous was because 

of the healing properties of their light spells, in addition to its ability to restrain black magic. In the 

Continent, light magic was the most effective form of treatment. Not only could it treat injuries, it could 

also help people recover their magic quickly. 

 

While advanced light mages weren't weak, their attack power was comparatively less than other types 

of mages. It was precisely because of this that when there was a light mage on your team, the safest 

place for him was at the back. From this position, he could heal your wounds and restore your magic. 

 

With this method, while standing behind the Jie Shi Ling twins, Garan would restore their magic from 

time to time. 

 

At the same time as this, the three advanced warriors were trying to reach Garan to gain his support. 

But Green knew their intentions, so he immediately stepped up on the offensive, while getting the 

undead to besiege them. Although the undead were supposed to be under Drunk's command, they 

were at least smart enough to know that Green's identity was even higher than Drunk's, so the undead 

would naturally listen to Green. 



 

All of this was happening while Zhao was quietly sitting in the living room, watching the battle. He didn’t 

even notice when a tone chimed in the space. 

 

The three advanced warriors were in a tough fight. Not only did they not gain Garan's magical support, 

they were also facing against two experts, Green and Meirin. Plus they were surrounded by Meg, 

Blockhead, Rockhead, the black mages, and the undead army. For them to survive for so long was 

already a miracle. 

 

The three were very powerful warriors that had received extremely rigorous training. If it weren't for 

that, they fear that they would have already been killed. Even so, the situation was dangerous. They 

were all injured, and their wounds contain toxins from the undead. They had to use their martial arts 

skill to suppress the toxins, otherwise they would have been poisoned to death. 

 

It was because they had to partly focus on suppressing the toxins in their bodies that their attacks and 

defense had declined so much. Plus fighting against an eighth level warrior and an eighth level mage was 

already difficult to begin with. But because of their skills in martial arts, it would still not be so easy for 

Green and Meirin to kill them. 

 

That was until Shift joined the battle. 

 

Shift's original target was supposed to be Garan. But right now Garan had blessed himself with 

protective magic. With Shift's current abilities, it was impossible for him to bypass that spell and get past 

the two mages to reach Garan. So he had to change his target to the three advanced warriors. 

 

But the advanced warriors were in a similar situation, in which they were protecting themselves with 

their martial arts. But over time, Shift knew that an opportunity will appear. After fighting a long battle, 

plus feeling the effects of the toxin, those warriors would eventually lower their guard. That would be 

his chance. After all, one of the most important skills that assassins must learn was patience. 

 

An opportunity came when Meirin sent a water dragon towards the three advanced warriors. Two of 

the warriors welcomed the water dragon because they were planning to scatter it like they did with the 

previous two. Of course, this left one of the warriors alone for a moment. 

 

At this point, Shift suddenly appeared in the air, stabbing his sword into the advanced warrior. 



 

After fighting all night, of course the advanced warrior would be tired and his reaction speed would dull. 

By the time he sensed Shift behind him, it was already too late. Shift's sword pierced through the 

warrior's head and out his mouth. He was dead. 

 

Shift didn't pull out the sword. Instead, he let go of it as darts flew from his hands, going straight 

towards the other two advanced warriors. After he threw the darts, Shift rolled on the ground and then 

disappeared in front of everyone. By this time, the body of the dead warrior fell to the ground. 

 

The two other advanced warriors were able to knock away the darts, but they failed to block Meirin's 

water dragon, which managed to slam one of the warriors to the ground. Before he could get back up, 

the undead pounced on him and ripped him to pieces. 

 

Seeing his two fellow brothers killed, the last advanced warrior howled at the sky. Waving his sword, he 

rushed at Green, but before he could take a step, a mass of something black surrounded him. 

 

It was the black magic spell, Imprison! 

 

He yelled and broke through Drunk's magic, but then he suddenly tripped. He looked down. His feet had 

been entangled by green gas. This made him even more furious. He knew that this was the low level 

wind spell, Wind Rope. Normally, he wouldn't care about such low level magic because it was impossible 

for it to stop him, but he was annoyed that it slowed him down. 

 

He easily broke off the Wind Rope, but then Meirin's Frostsaber Storm spell arrived. It was a high level 

spell that condensed water into ice, then spun it into a tornado, creating a huge meat grinder. 

 

The warrior's face couldn't help but change. He knew how powerful this spell was. With it looming 

closer, he stabbed his sword against the Frostsaber Storm, trying to shake it off. However, the storm 

didn't disappear, only relenting a little. 

 

The warrior then used a technique that made it look like he was fighting with five swords, which allowed 

him to break the Frostsaber Storm. But the moment the storm broke, something fast as lightning 

pierced through his throat. 

 



Green had thrown his sword. It was a one hit kill! 

 

 

 

Chapter 103 - I'll Shoot You Dead 

In an instant, the three advanced warriors were killed. 

 

Once they were dead, everyone focused on Garan. Garan didn't look so good, and his face became ugly. 

He knew that he wouldn't be able to run away. With more than a thousand undead surrounding him, he 

didn't have the confidence to escape. 

 

With the undead slowly gathering around him, Garan's eyes flashed with coldness as he shouted, "I 

request to see Mister Zhao." 

 

Because of this outburst, Green stopped the undead from advancing. 

 

Garan wanted to meet with Zhao, but how could Zhao not notice the dark gleam in Garan's eyes. He had 

to be careful, so he commanded Scales to take his place and pose as Zhao the black mage in front of 

Garan. 

 

Zhao then gave another order, telling Shift to give the ghost staff to Scales. Scales was an undead that 

couldn't speak, and could only communicate through a spiritual connection. But as long as Scales was 

holding the ghost staff, Zhao would be able to speak through it. 

 

It wasn't like Garan had ever seen Zhao before, and Scales was wearing a black robe. Garan should 

believe that Scales is Zhao. 

 

The reason why Zhao chose Scales to pretend to be him was because Scales and Brick were the ones 

that were cleaning up the assassins in the perimeter of the canyon, so Garan had never seen Scales 

before, so he would have no reason to be suspicious. 

 

Under the cover of the undead, Shift was able to sneak the ghost staff into Scales hands. Once Scales 

had the ghost staff, he immediately got on an undead's back. This wasn't Zhao's undead, since that one 



was placed near Garan, waiting for the order to launch its spiritual attack. Even though the spiritual 

attack wasn't very strong, it should be able to do some damage, even if Garan was an eighth level mage. 

 

Scales was moving towards Garan, until he stopped thirty meters away. This position was relatively safe. 

Generally, magic could be used to attack him at this distance, and even the stone giants should be able 

to throw stones this far, but Scales would have enough time to avoid them. 

 

At Scales approach, Green saw that it wasn't Zhao, but Scales standing on top of that undead's back. 

Green had known Zhao his whole life, so how could he not know that this wasn't Zhao. At the sight of 

Scales taking Zhao's place, Green felt very relieved. He was very much in favor of this since it would 

ensure Zhao's safety. For Green, it didn't matter if this would sacrifice Scales. As long as Zhao was safe, 

all was well. 

 

Once Scales stood still, Zhao uploaded his voice. "Oh yes, I can see that Mister Garan came here just 

because he wanted to talk." 

 

From Zhao's words, the irony wasn't lost on Garan. Garan was livid, but he wasn't stupid enough to act 

on it. He was smart ever since he was a child, otherwise he wouldn't have been able to become an 

eighth level light mage at his age. It was precisely because he was a genius that no one had ever spoken 

such heavy words to him before. When was the last time he had received such sarcasm. 

 

However, Garan tried to speak in a polite tone. "Don't insult me, Mister Zhao. You obviously my name, 

so naturally you must know why I'm here. It seems that I have disturbed Mister Zhao, so I would like to 

apologize. As long as you are willing to let us leave, I will give you the Iron Book. What do you think, 

Mister Zhao?" While speaking, his arms extended, holding out the Iron Book. 

 

Zhao's voice came through. "What's to stop me from just killing you and taking the book?" 

 

The moment Zhao's words faded, Garan shouted out in an angry voice. "Then you can go die!" He 

opened the Iron Book and released one of the seals. A huge white light shot straight into the sky. 

 

Green and Meirin immediately moved to protect Scales. Green positioned himself to block any attack 

from the stone giants, while Meirin raised a magic shield. However, it wouldn't be effective against the 

spell that Garan summoned. The white light in the sky formed into a huge light sword, ready to run 

straight through Scales. 



 

Meirin knew this was bad the moment she saw that sword. It was a light element attack magic, the 

seventh level light spell known as Trial of the Blade. Although its casting time was long, its attack power 

was very powerful, and it had the ability to ignore almost any defense. Even experts at the eighth level 

wouldn't be able to block it. 

 

Trial of the Blade shot down, breaking through Meirin's shield. But suddenly, Scales and his undead 

disappeared. The five meter long light sword cut into the ground, creating a hole that was one meter 

deep and half a meter wide. 

 

The proud look on Garan's face was replaced by a stunned look. He wasn't a fool, but he couldn't 

understand what had just happened. However, Meirin understood. Zhao simply pulled Scales and the 

undead into the space before the light sword could hit him. Although the light sword was very fast, Zhao 

just needed a single thought to make Scales vanish. 

 

Once the Trial of the Blade faded away, Scales and the undead reappeared, and soon Zhao's voice came 

out again. "No, Mister Garan, it's you that will die." 

 

After Garan recovered from his shock, he looked at Zhao with a sneer. "Do you think I will die today? 

Stone brothers, although I'll be leaving you here, I will avenge you one day." He opened the Iron Book 

and white light flowed out once again. This time the white light wrapped around Garan's body. 

 

When Meirin saw that white light, she quickly said, "Hurry up and attack. That's a light spell that will 

help him escape." She was talking to Green, but Zhao was also listening 

 

Although Zhao was sitting inside the space, he had been staring at Garan with combative eyes. This time 

he was really angry. When Zhao heard what Meirin said, he couldn't help but curse loudly. "I'll shoot you 

dead, you son of a b*tch." With a thought, a giant fly swatter appeared outside the space while he 

quoted that tv drama. 

 

This fly swatter was a tool from the spatial ranch. If he were to use it outside the space, he would only 

have a ten percent chance to use its one hit kill function. 

 



Everyone that has ever played a game knows that your swinging speed is related to your hand speed. 

But Zhao had an advantage that made him a little faster. He didn't need to swing the fly swatter tool 

with his hands, he could do it with his mind. 

 

However, this wouldn't increase his chances of hitting his target. A ten percent chance for a one hit kill 

wasn't very high, but there was no way to get it any higher. The features of the tools were based on the 

space's data, and the data always moved according to a fixed pattern. There was no way to increase the 

chances of a one hit kill beyond ten percent. 

 

At this moment, Zhao slammed down the fly swatter, like he was killing a giant blow fly. The white light 

scattered and Garan was hit deep into the ground. Garan's bones were smashed to pieces and now he 

was nothing but a pool of blood. The one hit kill had succeeded! 

 

 

 

Chapter 104 - Strengthen Space's Attack 

Almost everyone was stunned. They had never seen such an attack before. However, although Green 

and everyone else didn't understand what happened, they had already grown accustomed to Zhao 

showing off strange abilities. 

 

But the Jie Shi Ling twins were very surprised, to the point that they didn't notice Shift lurking closer to 

them. He had been waiting for an opportunity, and when he saw that the twins were in a daze, Shift 

immediately made his move. He appeared behind one of the Jie Shi Ling twins and silently stabbed his 

sword through the mage. 

 

The twin stared with frightened eyes at the sight of the sword that had pierced his body. 

 

When the other twin saw his brother being attacked, his eyes turned red as he shouted, "Brother!" He 

then sent his stone giant towards Shift. "I'll kill you!" 

 

At this point, the dead twin fell to the ground and the stone giant that belonged to him started to shake 

like it was about to collapse, but then a hole to the space suddenly cracked open and caught the stone 

giant as it fell down. 

 



While at the same time, Zhao's undead launched a spiritual attack against the other twin, injuring him. It 

was difficult for mages to defend themselves against spiritual attacks, especially now when the twin had 

lost his mind and was bent on revenge, making it impossible for him to resist. 

 

The twin screamed as blood spewed from his eyes and nose. He lost control of his stone giant, which 

also started to shake, but then another hole to the space opened up, swallowing the stone giant as it 

fell. After that, while the twin was still suffering from the spiritual attack, Shift stabbed his sword 

through him. It was over. 

 

Once Green saw that the battle had ended, he shouted, "Drunk, sweep the battlefield." 

 

Drunk and the other black mages saluted, and immediately began to work. In fact, their job was simple. 

Just turn those who had died into undead. As for the three advanced warriors, they just needed to turn 

one of them into a high level undead. But that will take time, so they saved it for later. Right now they 

were just focusing on turning everyone else into low level undead. 

 

Zhao was also organizing his own harvest. Two stone giants had just appeared in his space. The moment 

they entered, the voice came and said: [Discovery of stone giants. Increasing space's ability to attack. 

You can now summon stone giants. Limited to ten times per day] 

 

This gave Zhao a pleasant surprise. He didn't think that he would get something this good when he 

brought the stone giants into the space. Just before he could celebrate, the voice came again: 

[Strengthening stone giants with toxins. Extracting throwing ability. Adding throwing ability to robotic 

objects] 

 

It was another surprise. The space just increased the undead's offensive power by giving them throwing 

abilities. The only question was what would they use for their long range attacks? For those that had 

spikes, would they shoot out their spikes? For those that had claws, would they throw their claws? 

 

Suddenly, the second stone giant that Zhao brought into the space started to flash with yellow light, 

then it turned into mist and disappeared. Zhao didn't care, because the first stone giant that he got from 

the Jie Shi Ling twins started to change. It turned green and crystal clear, making it look like it was 

carved out of a huge chunk of jade. The stone giant now looked more human, with his head actually 

looking like a huge skull. Of course, its eyes didn't have the soul fire like the undead. It was just an 

ordinary giant stone skull. 

 



A stone giant that was eight meters high and looking at you with a huge skull, how would you feel? 

 

Zhao didn't hide the stone giant, and instead made it stand to one side. The slaves in the space looked 

frightened, but they knew that this huge thing was summoned by Zhao, so although they felt some 

panic, they were also a little curious. 

 

Just then, Zhao smelled the sweet scent of a peach. He turned around and saw where the peach aroma 

was coming from. It seemed like each of the peach trees had formed a knot, where a magic peach, the 

size of a basketball, had grown from. The magic peaches shined with light, and its skin looked pink and 

fragile, like it could be broken with a single touch. 

 

Looking at the two ripe magic peaches, Zhao couldn't help but be delighted. He remembered that a tone 

had chimed in the space, but at the time he didn't notice it because he was paying attention to the 

battle outside. 

 

With a thought, the two peaches were harvested. They instantly became smaller as they appeared in his 

hands, although they still looked very beautiful. The peaches felt heavy, but what was most notable 

about them was their soft and doughy texture. Even though he hadn't eaten them yet, he could tell that 

they would taste really sweet, especially with that aroma wafting off of them. Zhao gently squeezed the 

peaches, but he found that although the skin of the peaches looked thin, they were very resilient. 

Pinching them a few times didn't break them at all. 

 

After examining the peaches, Zhao threw them into the spatial barn, then he turned around to see what 

else needed to be done. 

 

Zhao suddenly noticed something about the hot springs. He went over and saw that the originally small 

fire fishes had grown to more than twenty centimeters long, plus their red color became more vibrant, 

looking more like fire. 

 

The only problem was that they were just lying there, motionless. 

 

Zhao was surprised. He checked the temperature of the water, but the springs were still hot. He then 

looked at the red plants, but there was no fewer than before, so there wasn't a shortage of feed. Then 

what happened? 

 



He was puzzled, until he remembered the ripe magic peaches. Zhao smacked his head. He had been 

paying too much attention to the battle earlier, unable to notice anything else, including the tone 

chiming with the space telling him that the fire fishes have matured. 

 

From the information that was downloaded into his brain, he remembered that when the fire fish 

matured, they would rush to the middle of the hot springs and lie still. And sure enough, these fishes 

were lying in the middle of the hot springs, motionless as a tree root. 

 

"Damn, I should have listened to that tone chiming." Zhao smacked his head. He felt relieved when he 

figured out the problem. With a thought, all the fire fish started laying eggs. 

 

According to the space's data, whether the fishes were male or female, once they were inside the space, 

all of them would reproduce. In other words, he had five fire fish, and each and everyone of them would 

spawn thirty eggs, totaling one hundred and fifty eggs. 

 

At once, Zhao said, "Hatch eggs." 

 

A red light flashed inside the hot spring, and all one hundred and fifty eggs became one hundred and 

fifty small fires fishes. A happy look appeared on Zhao's face. In his eyes, these fire fish will turn into 

gold. 

 

Standing at the edge of the hot springs, Zhao added some more feed, then he went into the villa to 

check the situation outside. 

 

Once he was in front of the screen, Zhao saw that Drunk and the other black mages had basically 

finished cleaning up the battlefield. There were now a lot more skeletons wandering around. With 

things finished, Zhao brought everyone into the space, including the new undead. 

 

Once the skeletons were inside the space, the voice came and said: [Discovery of low class robotic 

objects. Strengthening low class robotic objects] 

 

[Discovery of magic item. Extracting properties of magic item. Extracting magic from robotic objects. 

Extraction complete. Strengthening attack capabilities of the space. Host can now use black magic, earth 

magic, and light magic. Host's gene is defective. Ghost staff is required to use magic] 



 

 

 

Chapter 105 - Download Magic Info 

Green had become accustomed to the voice these past few days, so when he heard what it said, he 

understood what it meant. 

 

The space could now be used to attack as long as Zhao was using the ghost staff. While holding the 

ghost staff, Zhao could use three types of magic: light, black, and earth. Those who could use three 

elements were rare on the Continent. 

 

Zhao was extremely happy. He didn't expect that the space would gain such an ability. Even though he 

was limited to using the ghost staff to do magic, this was still definitely good news. 

 

Green walked quickly towards Zhao. "Master, did the voice really say that you could do magic?" 

 

Zhao smiled and nodded. "Yes, that is what it said." He laughed. "Starting today, with the ghost staff, I 

will be able to use light magic, black magic, and earth magic." 

 

Green clapped his hands and laughed. "Great! This is really great! This will guarantee Master's safety!" 

 

Meirin and everyone else had all gathered around with a look of excitement when they heard the news. 

This was important. They had always worried about Zhao's safety, but now that Zhao gained this new 

ability, his safety was pretty much guaranteed. 

 

Looking at everyone, Zhao gave a slight chuckle, then he asked, "Grandpa Green, have you turned one of 

the advanced level warriors into undead yet? 

 

Green shook his head. "No, not yet. Drunk said that it would take a lot of time, and they haven't gotten 

around to it yet because they had been too busy." 

 



Zhao nodded, then he realized something. "Grandpa Green, I think that this time maybe I should try to 

turn that advanced warrior into a high level undead. I just need to use the ghost staff." 

 

Green thought about it for a moment, then he nodded. Zhao didn't say anything, and only waved his 

hand for Scales to come over and give him the ghost staff. 

 

The moment Zhao took the ghost staff, a white light immediately flowed shined the staff and shot into 

Zhao's head. For a moment, Zhao's head had a halo of light as a lot of information was downloaded into 

his mind. 

 

Once the light faded, Zhao knew what had to happen next. "Grandpa Green, I need to go to my room 

and sleep. Take care of those dead bodies. When I wake up, I will take care of them." Without talking to 

anyone, Zhao immediately went upstairs. 

 

Although Green didn't understand what Zhao was doing, he knew that he shouldn't be concerned about 

that white light. Meg ran past Green and followed Zhao upstairs. 

 

Green was a bit worried watching the two, but he didn't say anything. He just told Drunk to carry the 

corpses to the back rooms of the villa. After he gave that order, Green then took a look at the stone 

giant. The giant was standing there, motionless. It looked completely different than it did outside, but 

Green knew that it must be because of the space strengthening it. Although Green didn't understand 

how the space does it, he knew that the space would often extract the benefits of some things and give 

them to others. This was a very powerful feature of the space. 

 

After examining the stone giant, Green looked around to see what else was new. It was then that he saw 

the hot springs and the magic peach trees. When everyone went out to fight, there were small 

unripened magic peaches on the trees and the hot springs only had five small fire fishes. But now the 

magic peaches were gone and the number of small fire fishes had gone way up. Green was able to guess 

that the magic peaches must have matured and were harvested, and the fire fishes must have spawned 

a lot of eggs. Green couldn't help but feel excited. 

 

These fire fish will become a huge source of income for the Buda clan. And the magic peaches would 

allow them to get war pets, which was something that was coveted by experts. 

 



Green looked around and found Daisy and Ann, then called them over. They quickly went towards 

Green, but they were nervous. Although Zhao had restored their status so they were no longer slaves, 

they didn't dare show the slightest disrespect to Green. 

 

Green looked at the two and smiled. "You do not have to be nervous. I just want to ask, did the young 

master harvest the magic peaches?" He pointed at the magic peach trees. 

 

Daisy quickly nodded. "Yes, Master had just harvested the magic peaches and placed them in the barn." 

 

Green was delighted. "You two have been working hard. You can rest assured that I will tell the young 

master about your hard work, and he will surely reward you." 

 

Daisy and Ann bowed together. "We don't need anything. It is our pleasure to work for the young 

master." 

 

"Nonsense," Green said. "Once our situation improves, you will both get a reward. For now, you can go 

rest." 

 

The two saluted, turned and walked away. 

 

Meirin had been standing behind Green. Once the two had left, she faced Green and asked, "Green, we 

now have two magic peaches, and pretty soon we will get another two magic peaches. How should we 

divide them?" 

 

Green thought about it. "I can get one, or maybe we should give it to Meg. Since she's following the 

young master around, she will need something to help her protect him. Or Blockhead and Rockhead 

should get it. But their strengths might be too low. I will talk to the young master about it. But I think 

that we should give one to Laura. It will help create a closer relationship with her, which will give us 

more benefits." 

 

Meirin nodded. "Well, I think giving Meg the Iron Book should be enough to help her protect herself and 

the young master. And what about getting a war pet? I don't think Master needs one since he already 

has his undead. What about you? What kind of spirit beast do you want as your war pet?" 

 



"I wouldn't worry about it. Good war pets aren't easy to get. The best war pet that I want is a nightmare 

horse, but those creatures can only be found in either Fire Island or Deep Magic. These two places are 

too far away from us. I do not have time to go there. So I can only look around to see if there's any other 

spirit beast that's right for me." 

 

"Nightmare horses are indeed a good choice. However, you'll have to wait until we can further develop 

the Buda clan. But if you ever do catch a nightmare horse one day, then you better get the young master 

to bring it into the space because he'll be able to raise it until it gives birth to more nightmare horses." 

 

Green laughed. "Yes, you're right. With the space, we'll be able to get more horses." 

 

They then went into the villa. 

 

Once they were inside, Green said, "Meirin, prepare something to eat. Once the young master wakes 

up, he will be hungry." 

 

Meirin nodded. Just then Meg softly came down from upstairs. Meirin quickly went to her and asked, "Is 

the young master okay?" 

 

Meg frowned. "He doesn't look well. It seems like he fainted, but he's also frowning, like his head hurts." 

 

Green's brow wrinkled, but then he shook his head. "I don't think anything's wrong. The ghost staff shot 

a white light into Master's head, and he didn't seem worried about it. It shouldn't harm the young 

master. Still, Meg, you should wait in the young master's room until he wakes up, then call us." 

 

Meg agreed, then she went upstairs. 

 

After Meg left, Meirin turned to Green. "We can't afford for anything to hurt the young master. Is there 

really nothing wrong?" 

 

Green shook his head. "Nothing should happen. The space is closely related to the young master. I think 

that the white light was just passing on knowledge or something, probably teaching the young master 



how to use those magic elements. Remember that before, the young master had not learned magic, but 

now three types of magic have been stuffed into his head. It would be normal for his head to hurt." 

 

Green didn't understand everything about the space, but he was able to make the right guess. It was 

true. Zhao had never studied magic before, but now all this data about magic had been digitized by the 

space and downloaded into his mind. Now it only took Zhao less than a day to learn something that 

would normally take years. 

 

 

 

Chapter 106 - I Can Do Magic 

Zhao's head hurt. It felt worse than going through insomnia for ten days. However, there was also 

another strange feeling. A part of him felt like he was dreaming, like his soul had transcended his body. 

 

In fact, Zhao's understanding of magic was too little. 

 

Back on Earth, there was no real knowledge about magic, while the Ark Continent had written records 

that went back tens of thousands of years. Earth's civilization focused more on mechanical invention, 

but the Ark Continent's knowledge of mechanics came to a standstill, and instead they developed into a 

magic civilization. 

 

Zhao had just consecutively received the knowledge for three types of magic. However, these three 

magic weren't strange. In this world, there were mages who learned two or three types of magic, and 

changed them to finally create a new kind of magic. Such examples of these abound. 

 

For this reason, over the years, the Ark Continent's Prime Minister of Magic has been trying to track the 

geometric growth of the different types of magic in this world, but it has been impossible to keep 

records of all of them. 

 

From who did Zhao learn these three types of magic from? An eighth level light mage, two seventh level 

earth mages, and the rest were from black mages. The number of magic spells that he would learn was a 

very scary figure. 

 



It could be said that Zhao received a lot more information than last time. Precisely because of this, Zhao 

experienced a lot of pain. The more pain he felt, the greater the benefits. With the three types of magic 

he was receiving, it wouldn't be a problem for him to pose as a light mage or an earth mage, in addition 

to the black mage that he was already pretending to be. 

 

Zhao didn't know how long he was lying in bed. To be honest, the beds in the villa were really 

comfortable so he didn't care. 

 

After some time had passed, Zhao got up from the bed and stretched, but then he felt shocked because 

there was no longer any pain, and instead he felt refreshed. In fact, his mind has never been so clear 

before. 

 

Just then, the voice came and said: [Forced development of the host's brain was necessary to receive 

the new information. Host's brain was developed by fifteen percent] 

 

Zhao froze for a moment. He really didn't think that he would get such a good thing. Wouldn't this mean 

that he would become a genius? 

 

He felt proud, until he heard Meg's voice. "Master, are you awake yet?" 

 

Zhao quickly stood up. "I'm awake. Come in." 

 

Meg pushed the door opened and saw Zhao standing there. "Master, are you alright? You looked like 

you were in pain earlier." 

 

"It's nothing. Rest assured, I'm alright. I have fully learned how to use three types of magic. Go tell 

Grandpa Green not to worry." Zhao's impression of Meg was getting better and better. She was like his 

shadow, always standing beside him and helping him with his daily life. She was a girl worthy of Zhao's 

love. 

 

Zhao didn't grow up in the Ark Continent, so generally, he's never met a woman like Meg. Back on Earth, 

women became more independent, but they have forgotten what it means to be gentle along the way. 

It was precisely because of this that Zhao found Meg's character to be so incredible. He found himself 

wanting to express his love for this girl, but he was shy and a man of few words. 



 

Zhao was an otaku, and they usually don't express their feelings very well. 

 

Meg and Zhao eventually went downstairs, where they saw Green who was sitting in the living room. 

"Hello, Master," Green said when he saw Zhao coming down. 

 

"Grandpa Green, how long have I slept?" Zhao asked. 

 

"More than five hours, Master. Are you hungry? Meirin has made you something to eat." 

 

"Then let's go to the dining room. I want to tell you about the fortune I have made. I can now use three 

types of magic, so I will be able to pose as three different types of mages." Zhao laughed. 

 

Green was also very happy. "That's great. This will further guarantee your safety. But Master, you still 

have to practice casting spells. Learning magic is one thing, being able to use the appropriate spell at the 

right time is another." 

 

Zhao nodded. From what he learned about the three types of magic, Zhao felt that he had 

underestimated the Ark Continent. There were people in this world that were so powerful, it was 

beyond his imagination. The more you know, the more you should be afraid. 

 

Green, Zhao, and Meg went to the dining room. Blockhead and Rockhead were already there, and since 

they had already gotten some rest, they were full of spirit. It had been such a long time for them to 

release their aggressive power, and not have to hold back. It was a good fight, but now they were 

relaxing comfortably. When Zhao came in, the two quickly said, "Master." 

 

Zhao smiled at them. "You two look happy. You must have enjoyed the battle. How about I let you two 

follow Drunk and the other black mages into the carrion swamp to help them catch undead?" 

 

The two immediately shook their heads. "Well, we think it will be better for us to keep following Master 

around." 

 

Zhao and Green gave them a look, then they burst out laughing. 



 

This battle's victory had made Green and Zhao very happy. Not only did they win, they won beautifully. 

Their strength has greatly increased and Zhao gained a new ability that would protect himself. With so 

many good things coming one after another, of course they would be happy. 

 

Time progressed, and soon Meirin came out while holding some food. This time the meal was different. 

Usually, she would make something like bread and soup, but now she was serving stuff like rice porridge 

and other things closer to Chinese food. This was related to Zhao. He wasn't used to Western food, and 

preferred to eat Chinese food. So Meirin slowly learned how to cook it. 

 

Meirin had also heard what they were talking about, so she was smiling too. Then she turned to Meg 

and said, "Meg, help me serve the meals. Master, you can just take a seat." 

 

Zhao smiled back, and then sat down. Green sat down too before he turned to Zhao and asked, "Master, 

have you already harvested the magic peaches?" 

 

Zhao nodded. "I was going to tell you earlier. Before you entered the space, the magic peaches had 

matured and the fire fishes were ready to produce eggs. Oh, Grandpa Green, how should we divide the 

magic peaches?" 

 

"You shouldn't worry about that. Soon you'll have a total of four magic peaches. I was just talking to 

Meirin about it, and we think that maybe you could give one to me. As for Blockhead and Rockhead, 

their strengths may be too low. Or maybe we should give one to Meg. In the end, I think that the one we 

should really give a magic peach to is Laura. Once we find a good opportunity to give it to her, we can 

make her a loyal ally to Master. Do you agree?" 

 

Zhao thought about it. "I don't see a problem with giving Laura a magic peach. But we can't hand them 

over to any others. If people find out that we have these magic peaches, we won't even know how we 

died." 

 

Zhao was absolutely justified in saying this. Although the fire fish could bring some gold, the magic 

peaches were something that a lot of experts would want, and they would do everything they can to 

take them. 

 



Green nodded. "Master's right. If everyone found out that we have these magic peaches, then we would 

really be in danger. In this world, there are numerous strong people that could kill us. Even though we 

have the space, it would be impossible to defeat every single expert on this Continent." 

 

 

 

Chapter 107 - Disappointing Interrogation 

Zhao nodded. "I know that, so we should be careful. Although Laura could help us develop the Buda 

clan, do not forget that she is a businessman. The length of time we know her is too short. One wrong 

step and we'll be in danger." 

 

"Then we'll wait until we can get a better look at Laura to make sure that she's credible," Green said. 

 

After breakfast, everyone came out of the villa. At this time, Zhao harvested some radishes, then 

planted a new batch. Once he was done with that, he took out the advanced warrior's body. 

 

As for the body of Garan, he had already searched it and found a crystal card that contained twelve 

hundred gold coins. This was an unexpected gift. 

 

In fact, when it comes to money or land, Garan's clan was very rich. It wouldn't be strange for him to 

carry a few crystal cards. These cards use the blood identification method. Once you receive a card, a 

drop of your blood would become like a password that identifies you as the owner. Only you would be 

able to take money out of the card. It would be unacceptable for someone else to hold the card. 

 

Although Garan ended up at his undead, Zhao was unable to take the money out of the card. Even so, he 

was unwilling to throw the card away, so the crystal card was stored in the spatial barn. 

 

Now it was time to get down to business. 

 

Zhao began waving the ghost staff around the advanced warrior's body until a cloud of black gas 

wrapped around the corpse. This wasn't the same black gas as when Drunk turned that assassin into a 

low level undead. This black gas had faint electric blinking lights. 

 



One of the benefits of using the ghost staff was that there was no need for incantations. For Zhao, 

simply choosing what spell to cast was enough. 

 

A moment later, the black gas diffused, then the voice came and said: [Transformation into a high class 

robotic object successful. Strengthening with toxins. Strengthening with long-range attack capabilities] 

 

After what the voice said, the skeleton on the ground looked no different than the other undead in the 

space. Looking at it carefully, Zhao said, "Get up. What is your name?" 

 

The undead got up and saluted. "Master, my name is Shadowless Night." 

 

"What organization do you belong to? Who is your leader?" Zhao asked. 

 

"Master, I belong to the House of Night Assassins, headed by the leader known as Kill Shadow. But the 

organization has another identity in the Ark Continent. It is also known as the Night Shadow mercenary 

group." 

 

Zhao nodded, then at once he asked, "Where is the headquarters of this organization you belong to?" 

 

Shadowless Night shook his head. "Master, I do not know. The members of the group are brought up 

from adoption and then given training. We just listen to what the leader tells us to do. In the end, I don't 

know where the headquarters is." 

 

Zhao couldn't help but feel disappointed. "If you don't where your headquarters is, then how do you 

pick out a task to complete?" 

 

"The heads of the organization just tells us. We dare not disobey or ask questions, otherwise we would 

be sentenced to death with no chance to escape." 

 

Zhao couldn't help but suck in a breath. Shadowless Night was someone who went through endless 

blood and death, reaching a strength comparable to a seventh level warrior, yet this organization would 

easily be able to kill him if they wanted to. How powerful was this organization? 

 



"How many people total are in this organization? And how strong are they?" Zhao quickly asked. 

 

"In the organization, I am what's known as a gold level assassin. There are fifty people like me in the 

organization. Those at a higher level are known as crystal level assassins, which totals about five. The 

rest at the lower level are silver level assassins, and their numbers are many, around six hundred. In the 

end, I don't know actually know how many people are in the organization. At the lowest level are bronze 

level assassins, but they are among the most common assassins, even weaker than fifth level warriors." 

 

Green and Zhao's faces changed. They didn't expect that the organization they were facing was so 

powerful. They had fifty people that was as strong as Shadowless Night, and there were even more 

powerful experts than him. Their enemy really was a monster. 

 

In this battle, Zhao and everyone else only managed to cope against such strength because their enemy 

only sent three members, along with some hired help, against them. What would happen if they 

dispatched their entire force? Would the Buda clan be able to contend against such a huge group of 

assassins? 

 

Zhao decided to worry about it later, and then asked, "What about Garan? What is his relationship with 

the Purcell clan?" 

 

Shadowless Night shook his head. "There is no relationship. When we received this task from the leader, 

we recruited Garan to deal with you, Master." 

 

Zhao couldn't help but sigh in disappointment. From Shadowless Night's words, it seems like Garan was 

just a pawn who pretended to have a connection to the Purcell clan. Unfortunately, he was the right 

choice to recruit for this battle because light magic would be useful for clashing against a black mage. If 

it weren't for the space making the undead immune to his light spells, they probably wouldn't have won. 

 

With this thought here, Zhao waved his hand and brought out the skeletons of the three mages. When 

Garan's and the Jie Shi Ling twins appeared, Zhao and Green couldn't help but feel surprised for a 

moment. These three undead mages were different compared to what they were expecting. 

 

The undead Garan wasn't the same as the other undead in the space. His skeleton was nearly 

transparent white in color, almost like he was carved out of pure diamond. It gave off a holy feeling. 

 



How could a skeleton make people feel that it was holy? This was too weird, right? This was what Zhao 

and Green was thinking in their hearts. 

 

They then looked at the undead Jie Shi Ling twins. These two brothers also weren't the same as the 

other undead in the space. Their skeletons had a yellow shade to them, almost like they were made of 

some kind of crystal clear yellow emerald. It was very beautiful, yet also gave the feeling of being as 

calm as a mountain. 

 

Now that Zhao thought about it, the undead Shadowless Night also gave a feeling that was different 

from the other undead in the space. Even though his skeleton looked the same, it gave off a feeling of 

cold and extreme danger, like a snake lurking in the darkness. 

 

This feeling wasn't so obvious, and in this Continent, only the strong would be able to hide their auras. 

This was enough to prove how strong Shadowless Night was, even though he was now just an undead 

skeleton. 

 

In fact, when someone is turned into an undead, their strength would inevitably weaken. Like Garan, 

who was originally at the eighth level, but became an undead at the sixth level. Although, since he was 

strengthened by the space, it could be said that he could fight shoulder to shoulder against someone at 

the seventh level. 

 

Zhao asked Garan a few more questions, but the result was the same as when Zhao questioned Shift. 

Garan still had his abilities, but he lost all of his memories of the time when he was alive. 

 

Disappointed, Zhao sighed, then put Garan inside the spatial barn. Not only that, he changed Garan's 

name to Gamma, and also renamed the Jie Shi Ling twins as Jie and Shi. 

 

As for the warrior who was the leader of that mercenary army, Zhao allowed him to continue 

commanding that army, which was now undead, as well as the undead army from the carrion swamp. 

The only ones he wouldn't command was Zhao's undead, Drunk and the black mages, Gamma, Shi and 

Jie, as well as Shadowless Night and the undead assassins. 

 

Zhao knew that Drunk was not really a commander. His only experience was as a black mage working in 

a small group. But that warrior wasn't the same. He had spent his life researching the matters of war, so 

Zhao let him command his army of undead, freeing Drunk from the job. As for Shadowless Night, since 



he was proficient in assassination, he would control all the undead assassins. This plays into their 

greatest strengths. 

 

 

 

Chapter 108 - Troubling World 

Once they finished everything in the space, it was time to go to the Iron Mountain castle. Drunk and a 

few black mages were sent to the swamp, while Scales and Brick, plus five hundred undead, were left to 

guard the castle. They then went to the Stony Mountain manor, where the three undead mages 

Gamma, Shi, and Jie, plus two hundred undead warriors and one hundred undead assassins, were 

ordered to guard the estate. 

 

The manor was a very important place because it was where they would receive the blue-eyed rabbits 

and wait for Laura. Zhao was very confident that they would get her cooperation. After all, they left on 

good terms. 

 

It was daytime when they left the villa and came to the manor. The battle against Garan's army had 

taken a total of no more than two hours. But after resting in the space, and eating, it took longer than 

that. Now it was nine in the morning. There was a black fog enveloping the estate, stopping anyone 

from seeing inside. This time it was the black mages, Edge and Punch, creating the black fog. Although 

Zhao could now do it himself, at times he might need to go into the space or travel to the castle, so the 

two black mages were needed to keep up the black fog. 

 

Last time, it was Scales and Brick who was guarding the manor, while Edge and Punch were guarding the 

castle. But Zhao decided to reverse their positions. He wanted them to become familiar with both 

places. Getting them to understand the terrain was necessary for them to display their greatest fighting 

strengths. For the two black mages, along with Gamma, guarding the manor, it gave Zhao a very 

reassuring feeling. 

 

As for the castle, to be honest, Zhao wasn't worried about it as much. It was in the depths of the Black 

Waste, and with the threat of the carrion swamp, most people wouldn't go there. Plus, Zhao had the 

space, which would allow him to teleport there in the shortest possible. With this measure of security, 

Zhao didn't need to worry about it as much as the manor. 

 



On the contrary, the manor was in a more dangerous situation. It was very close to Casa city. If that city 

decided to dispatch troops, it would only take two days before they would reach the foot of Stony 

Mountain. For Zhao, this was a huge threat. 

 

Although he could bring people to safety inside his space, this still wouldn't protect the manor. They 

needed the manor as their stronghold. 

 

Of course, with the space, it was possible for Zhao to just take down those troops, but he didn't want to 

expose his powers too early. After all, the Purcell clan was paying attention to them. More importantly, 

that mysterious force was also watching them, which made Zhao feel uneasy. 

 

It could be said that Zhao was an insecure person. After the battle against Garan yesterday, he knew 

that even more people would pay attention to them. 

 

And as soon as they start trading with Laura, those people would pay attention to what they bought, 

and they couldn’t possibly buy goods from the castle in the Black Waste. 

 

That was why the manor on Stony Mountain was so important to the Buda clan. It was their only 

connection the outside world. It was where they would get information, obtain supplies, or sell things. It 

was no use trying to make transactions in the Black Waste. If the Buda clan dared to do that, the Purcell 

clan would step in. That was why the manor was particularly important. 

 

So the only problem was that they couldn't let anyone know that the Buda clan owned the manor. 

 

Among the nobles in the Aksu Empire, the Buda clan was definitely a taboo. They didn't want the Buda 

clan to rise up again. If they were ever to find out what the Buda clan was doing, those nobles would do 

their best to suppress it. Zhao didn't have the confidence to keep the Buda clan safe. 

 

But as long as they didn't reveal themselves as the Buda clan, with their current identity, no one would 

want to mess with them. That was because he was now known as a black mage. Nobody was willing to 

provoke a black mage. 

 

Whenever people on the Continent mentioned black mages, they would also think of poisonous snakes. 

That snake will bite you, and even if you don't die from its toxins, you would at least be crippled. More 



importantly, even if you managed to kill the snake, it won't do you any good if its poison was already in 

your body. No one wants to mess with a poisonous snake, just like no one wants to mess with a black 

mage. 

 

Especially a black mage that was able to defeat Garan and his army. This time Garan's loss was quite 

heavy. He was an eighth level light mage that had two seventh level earth mages, three advanced level 

warriors, one hundred assassins, and three hundred hired mercenaries, and yet he was still defeated. 

This force was equivalent to the strength of a small clan. 

 

Garan's defeat was like a powerful deterrent against anyone who was thinking of trying to take down 

Zhao the black mage. 

 

Right now, Zhao was standing next to the ginkgo tree in the manor's yard. He sighed and looked up, but 

the blanket of darkness shadowed the daylight. He felt depressed. He really didn't like to fight, and 

instead he just wanted a secure and easy life. 

 

Meg was standing beside Zhao, and when she heard him sigh, she couldn't help but feel curious. 

"Master, why are you sighing?" 

 

Zhao turned around and looked at the woman who was as sweet as a child. In her hands was Garan's 

Iron Book, which Zhao gave to her. He didn't need this book because the space had already analyzed it, 

and now he could use its power with his staff. Besides, Meg really loved this book. She even holds it 

while sleeping at night. 

 

Zhao gave a sad smile. "Meg, why do so many people love to fight? I don't want to fight. I know that 

there are those fighting to make a better life for themselves and for the people around them, but why 

must they force me to fight them?" 

 

Meg looked at Zhao. It may be the same body, but she couldn't even see a shadow of the past Adam. In 

the past, Adam was ignorant, greedy, and lustful. He would never say these timid words. 

 

But now there was Zhao, who was good natured and responsible, but also sentimental. These two 

personalities were completely different. However, Meg liked this Zhao rather than the original Adam. 

 



"Master, even if you don't want to fight, others will come fight with you. If you have anything that 

interests them or if you're a stumbling block, they will not hesitate to kick you down. In their eyes, we 

are nothing but weeds on the roadside. As long as something interests them, they would do anything to 

get it." 

 

Zhao looked at the sky and muttered. "Interests. Ah, yes, interests. In the end, they would dare to do 

anything if it interests them. This really is a troubling world." He gave a sad laugh. 

 

Meg didn't know what to say but her heart was sighing. "This world……" 

 

They both suddenly heard footsteps. 

 

 

 

Chapter 109 - Sean 

Zhao and Meg turned around. It was Green. 

 

Green had put on his armor. To others, wearing armor on their bodies would be cumbersome, but it 

didn't bother Green. His footsteps were normal, and even seemed ethereal. 

 

Thanks to the benefits of the space, Green's strength had reached the peak of the eighth level. He was 

just waiting for the opportunity to make a breakthrough and become a ninth level warrior. Then he 

would be among the few strongest people in the world. 

 

Every large clan needed an extremely strong expert, otherwise that clan would have no way to escape 

the bad luck of being swallowed. The Buda clan was one such example. 

 

Although Green and Meirin were very strong experts at the eighth level, it was nothing in comparison to 

the ninth. With those two, the Buda clan could be considered very powerful, but not invincible. Still, 

although they weren't able to stop the Buda clan's banishment, with their strength, they were able to 

deter the nobles from trying to completely wipe out the Buda clan. 

 



When Zhao saw Green come up, he asked, "Grandpa Green, is it time?" They had been waiting for the 

someone from the Markey Company to send the rabbits that Green bought. That was why Zhao asked 

that question. 

 

Green nodded. "They will arrive soon. With one hundred gold coins, I bought a total of three hundred 

blue-eyed rabbits. And with the remaining ten gold coins, I bought five scaled wildebeests, which will be 

used to pull the carriages that are carrying the rabbits." 

 

Scaled wildebeests were a common spirit beast on the Continent. Although they weren't fast at running, 

they were very strong, making them suitable for carrying things. 

 

Zhao agreed with this purchase. Although they could have just asked the Markey Company to help with 

the transport, buying the scaled wildebeests was the right choice. Once he brings them into the space, 

the scaled wildebeests would reproduce, becoming another source of income. 

 

"Grandpa Green, remember to not allow them to drive the carriages up to the villa, or else they will be 

attacked by the undead," Zhao said. 

 

Green nodded. "Well, I'll go make the arrangements." He didn't oppose Zhao using the undead to stop 

those carriages. After all, Zhao wasn't just pretending to be a black mage, but a Necromancer who used 

black magic. If he didn't use his undead, then that wouldn't be normal. 

 

It could be said that if there was a mage on the Continent that didn't use slaves, it was a black mage, 

since some of them could just summon undead skeletons to do their work. Plus, the undead were easier 

to use than slaves. 

 

So right now, Zhao sending some humanoid undead to help Green with the carriages was completely 

normal. 

 

Sean worked for the Markey Company branch in the Purcell duchy. He was just a small steward, and his 

main job was to manage the porters. His position in the company wasn't that high. 

 



But Sean also had another job. He was also responsible for finding news for the Markey company. He 

had a special way of finding things out, which was to check the goods that were being transported. This 

allowed him to collect a lot of useful information. 

 

It looked difficult, but in fact, it wasn't. You could tell a lot of things from the stuff people move around 

in the Purcell duchy. Even if the stuff was wrapped up, you could learn what it was from its size and 

weight. 

 

The Markey company was a well known firm throughout the Continent, and so there were a lot of 

people in a cooperative relationship with them. One of which was Sean, who no one paid attention to 

because of his menial job. They wouldn't suspect him of gathering information, some of which was quite 

useful. 

 

No one on the Continent, including Sean, had ever heard of the black mage named Zhao before. But 

recently, he became a household name in the Purcell duchy. Even beggars knew who he was. 

 

The most Sean was able to find out so far was that Zhao had the Markey company's VIP gold medal 

which had the Bana symbol on it. That could mean that those rumors of Zhao saving Laura could be 

true! 

 

Because of this, he wanted to pay closer attention to Zhao. When Green came to buy things, Sean 

immediately went to the Markey company and won the task of helping him mount the blue-eyed rabbits 

on the carriages and transporting them to Stony Mountain. 

 

Sean was very enthusiastic in helping Green, seeking ways to please him. He wanted to leave a good 

impression, and did his best to talk to Green on their way to Stony Mountain. 

 

Everyone in the Purcell duchy knows that a very powerful and mysterious black mage now lived on 

Stony Mountain. But it was just a desolate mountain with nothing but rocks and stones. How could rocks 

be useful for black magic? 

 

It was because no one knew that a lot of rumors about the black mage sprung up in Casa city. They say 

that he was preparing a powerful spell to attack Casa city. They say that he was collecting corpses to 

help him practice black magic. They say that he was using the hot spring to wash his body with 

something evil. Out of all these rumors flying back and forth, there was no good words that were said. 



 

But Sean knew that what the people were saying was not true. 

 

After making his living collecting information for the Markey company, Sean had some understanding of 

black mages. He was very clear on the fact that black mages simply weren't as terrible as the rumors say. 

They just acted a little strange. In fact, there were a lot of black mages that were good. A lot of the ways 

to treat traumas were created by black mages. But in the Continent, light mages were very popular, 

while black mages were unwelcomed. 

 

However, these rumors had nothing to do with Sean. What he was most concerned about was find out 

more about Zhao the black mage, and that was why he was going to Stony Mountain. 

 

Sean wasn't part of the Markey clan, but he was one of the people that were loyal to Laura Markey. 

 

Supposedly, Laura's father, Kevin Markey, was terrible at business, so he was assigned to run the 

Markey company branch in the small duchy owned by the Purcell clan. But everyone didn't realize that 

Laura was so good at business, with skills impressive enough to take over for her father. Now she had a 

confidant in each store that she ran, and Sean was one of them. 

 

Sean's allegiance was only to Laura, and because of this, he was concerned about Zhao. With all these 

rumors of Zhao saving Laura or attempting to kill Laura, in the end, he had to know what kind of person 

Zhao was. 

 

But Sean didn't think that with less than a day's journey left to Stony Mountain, Green would tell them 

to continue transporting the shipment, while he ran ahead. 

 

Although Sean didn't know why Green wanted to buy so many blue-eyed rabbits, he didn't ask. It was 

clear that there were some things that should never be asked. 

 

Once Sean reached Stony Mountain, he could see that it was shrouded by a black fog. Although this 

blanket of darkness was very strange, Sean knew that it wasn't some sort of offensive magic, and was 

simply meant to block people's attention. 

 



Sean stopped at the foot of the mountains. He didn't know what to do next until he suddenly heard a 

burst of footsteps. Along with the footsteps came the sound of bones crackling across the ground. 

 

When Sean and his men heard these sounds, they couldn't help but feel scared. 

 

Suddenly, they saw Green, who was wearing full armor, appear in front of them. Sean didn't actually 

know Green's name. He only knew that he was a very strong warrior and a servant to the black mage. 

 

Sean went up to greet the warrior, but then he suddenly stopped and his face became pale. That was 

because behind Green was a lot of undead. 

 

Green had brought twenty humanoid undead to help him with the carriages. These undead used to be 

ordinary warriors, but now they had the appearance of dark green skeletons. They simply looked 

monstrous. 

 

 

 

Chapter 110 - Cavalry 

It was because these dark green undead looked so terrifying that Sean and his men felt afraid. These 

undead must simply not be trifled with. 

 

Noting their expressions, Green said, "Do not worry. These undead were summoned by my Master and 

will not just randomly attack you. Well, it seems like you have successfully completed your task. As 

thanks, here are some coins, Sean. Share it with your brothers. You can all go back now." 

 

Green gave Sean five gold coins. This was no small amount of money. Sean had a total of ten men with 

him, which means that they each would receive five silver coins. For these porters, this was considered a 

small fortune. 

 

But although he took the gold coins, Sean wasn't happy. "Dear warrior, how about letting us help you 

bring the carriages up the mountain?" 

 



Green shook his head. "My Master would not like you bothering him at his house. You must go back." 

With a wave, the undead rushed forward to take over four of the carriages. Green then looked at Sean 

with cold eyes. "Sean, let me remind you that this mountain if full of undead. With just a few words, I 

could order them to attack you. Honestly, it's best that you go home." With that, Green got on to a 

carriage and went into the black fog. It only took two steps before you couldn't see his shadow. 

 

Once Green left, Sean couldn't help but break out into a cold sweat. He knew that Green must have 

found out that he wanted to take a look around. Sean was a fourth level warrior. Although he didn't 

know what level Green was at, he knew that it was a lot higher than his. If Green wanted to kill him, it 

would be almost like strangling an ant. 

 

Sean immediately turned to the porters and said, "Let's go back." 

 

They all turned around and walked back to Casa city. Their faces were pale. 

 

Green had long found out what Sean was up to because Sean's performance was a little too 

enthusiastic. Knowing how sensitive their identity was, Green couldn't let people come see them, 

otherwise they would end up in danger. 

 

As of now, there were a total of five carriages moving up the hill towards the manor. Each carriage was 

filled with sixty rabbits. These rabbits pretty much looked the same as the ones found on Earth. The only 

difference was their blue eyes. 

 

Each carriage was equipped with thirty wooden cages, and there was a pair of rabbits in each cage. 

Fortunately, these carriages were large, otherwise it wouldn't have been able to fit everything. 

 

Zhao was standing in the manor's yard when he saw the carriages come in. Each one was pulled by a 

scaled wildebeest. They were two meters tall, and they grew scales the size of fingernails, plus hairs in 

the crevices of these scales. Looking at these creatures made people feel uncomfortable. Their heads 

were similar to horses, but they had horns that were a bit like the wildebeests back on Earth. However, 

their bodies didn't look as smooth and strong. Instead, their bodies were more like cows, rather than 

horses. Despite that, their legs showed that they must have good endurance. 

 

As Green saw Zhao looking at them, he smiled. "Master, how do you like these scaled wildebeests?" 

 



Zhao nodded with a hand on his chin. "They're good. They will be useful for pulling things in the future. 

Grandpa Green, help me remove these things." 

 

Zhao, Green, and the undead opened the cages of the blue-eyed rabbits. All the while, Zhao brought 

them into the space. 

 

Once the blue-eyed rabbits were in the space, the voice immediately came and said: [Discovery of new 

animal. Identifying. Mammal, lagomorpha leporidae, long-eared rabbit variant. Level three. Based on 

animal data, they could be raised in the ranch. These rabbits can now be purchased from the shop. 

Young rabbits maturation time is ten hours. They can reproduce in eight hour intervals. They can only 

reproduce five times, each time will create ten new rabbits. They feed every four hours. Due to gene 

variation, the rabbits can attack with water arrows. Attack range is ten meters. Attack power is low] 

 

Zhao was very satisfied with what the space told him about the blue-eyed rabbits. Although they could 

only reproduce five times, each rabbit would be able to yield him a total of fifty more rabbits, and their 

maturation time was very short. It wouldn't be long before the ranch was up and running. 

 

After that, Green detached the scaled wildebeests from the carriages, then Zhao brought them into the 

space. 

 

Once the wildebeests were inside the space, the voice immediately came again and said: [Discovery of 

new animal. Identifying. Mammal, bull fighting wildebeest variant. Level three. Based on animal data, 

they could be raised in the ranch. These wildebeests can now be purchased from the shop. Young 

wildebeest maturation time is twelve hours. They can reproduce in eight hour intervals. They can only 

reproduce five times, each time will create five new wildebeests. They feed every two hours. Due to 

gene variation, the wildebeests can create a stone body with a duration time of two hours. Defensive 

power is low] 

 

Hearing this, Zhao couldn't help but laugh. The scaled wildebeest was really something good. 

 

After Zhao had sent the rabbits and wildebeests into the space, Green wanted to see what expression 

Zhao would make. Seeing Zhao with a happy expression, Green couldn't help but feel relieved. "Master, 

can we go into the space and look at the wildebeests and rabbits?" 

 



Zhao turned around and faced Green, and saw how much he looked forward to it. He chuckled. "Well, 

let's go see." 

 

Of course, they had to bring Meg along as well because Zhao, Green, and Meg were the only ones in the 

manor. Blockhead, Rockhead, Meirin, and the slaves were at the castle, where there were many things 

that they needed to do. 

 

Zhao brought Green and Meg directly into the spatial ranch. When they came inside, they couldn't help 

but freeze for a moment. The pasture of the ranch was a really large and open place. Three hundred 

blue-eyed rabbits were roaming around, and although they were slightly bigger than the ones on Earth, 

they were still small enough that the grass would block them from sight. 

 

Zhao didn't forget that these blue-eyed rabbits and scaled wildebeests needed to be fed. He brought in 

some radish leaves, which the space automatically turned into the grass that these rabbits and 

wildebeests eat. 

 

When Green saw all these rabbits everywhere and the wildebeests running around, he couldn't help but 

give Zhao a wry smile. "Master, is this alright? It will be difficult to pay attention to all of them." 

 

Zhao slightly chuckled. "Just look at this." With a thought, he brought up a flute, which was one of the 

tools of the spatial ranch. A tune came out of the flute, and suddenly all the animals ran forward and 

lined up in front of Zhao. 

 

Green and Meg stared at this, never expecting that the space would have such a function. After a while, 

Zhao smiled and waved, and those rabbits and wildebeests ran away. 

 

Seeing this, Green couldn't help but muttered. "The space could actually make them line up. Could it 

also move them into groups and ranks, like soldiers?" 

 

"Grandpa, what are you saying?" Meg laughed when she heard what Green was muttering. 

 

Green recovered a bit, then chuckled. "I'm just talking nonsense. There's no way that animals could 

move around like troops……" When he said this, he suddenly froze for a moment as if he thought of 



something. His eyes brightened as he turned to Zhao. "Master, can this ability to line up the animals be 

done outside?" 

 

Zhao was taken aback, but he murmured, "I don't know. Let me see. Can I use the formation function 

outside the space?" 

 

The voice immediately came: [The formation function can be used outside the space] 

 

This time Green didn't need Zhao to help him understand what the space said. He burst out laughing. 

"Great! This is really great!" 

 

Zhao and Meg still didn't understand. "Grandpa, what are you talking about?" Meg asked. 

 

Seeing the two's puzzled look, Green couldn't help but let out a slight chuckle. "Ah, in a cavalry, a group 

of knights would queue up into a formation. When they attack the enemy, they would start off by 

charging forward. But where do you think a cavalry's power comes from? It comes from attacking 

together in a maintained formation." 

 

Zhao and Meg didn't understand military matters, but after listening to Green, their eyes lit up. 

Everyone knew about the large power of a cavalry, but they still faced a difficult problem. That problem 

was the beasts that they were riding. 

 

You could teach discipline to a knight, but you couldn't teach discipline to the beast he was riding. Sure, 

in the beginning, it's easy to line up the cavalry in a neat formation. But once they started running, it was 

difficult to maintain the formation. If it could be maintained, then the power of their assault would 

increase many times over. 


